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Artificial Intelligence and Global Security:
Future Trends, Threats and Considerations

edited by Yvonne R. Masakowski, Ph.D.

This book provides an assessment 

of AI’s overall security landscape. 

• Forward-looking book that highlights 

the opportunities, as well as the 

dangers of AI in the global security 

environment. As Canton points out, 

“we cannot fully fathom” the full 

potential—both bright and dangerous--

of an AI-infused future.

• Readers will discover a transcendent 

and informed exploration of the 

enduring ethical, moral, individual, 

societal, and policy issues surrounding 

AI. It is the enduring nature of these 

issues that will be of  value and 

greatest significance to the national 

security community. 

• Dean T. Culora, US NWC 



The Future 



AGENDA
• Key Issues and Risks re AI design

• Emerging Threats 

• Time for AI designers to facilitate ethically informed AI 

system designs and policies

• Consideration of US National Security and Global Security 

and ethical implications in AI design will make your 

organization more relevant and of interest to US 

government acquisition

• Biases – Design AI for Commercial Profit

• Need to design AI systems with national and global 

security in mind

• China:  A Case Study of a Common Threat

– Designing for commercial profit may place US national 

security at risk

•



INTRODUCTION

• 21ST Century operational environment is 

complex - VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, 

Complex, and Ambiguous)

• Global security requirements are essential  

• Increased military missions and crises:  
COVID-19, pandemics, migration, climate change, humanitarian 

crises, Cyberwarfare, irregular warfare, et al.

• US Military will exploit AI technologies but- At 

what risk? At what cost?  



AI & BIG DATA

• Nexus and Integration of Natural, Physical, 

Social Sciences, Engineering, et al.

• Manages large volumes of data at a speed 

beyond human capability

• Models human cognitive / perceptual 

processes 

• Models Human Decision Making 

• AI accelerates the decision cycle



CHINA’s  AI 

Global Dominance Strategy

• China will achieve 50% market share by 2025

• Commercial market share of China’s AI strategy is 

flipping US commercial designer’s perspective-

• US commercial market seeking what China wants as 

they seek profit. This approach puts US security at 

risk…

• China threat of AI global dominance is real- with 

economic, political, military and social consequences

• Our Common Threat

• Need to design with US national security in mind

• Emerging  threats: Russia, Iran, North Korea, et al.  



WHAT DOES AI DO FOR THE MILITARY?
• Manages BIG DATA

• Solves problems faster and better than humans-

manages volumes of data at ever increasing speed, 

diversity, scalability

• Predictive Modeling vs Projections-Modeling human 

behavior- Design computers to think like humans do

• What we need: 

• Defensive AI design = develop government interest in 

your products

• Commercial designers need to integrate US security 

into AI designs – need ethically informed  AI systems

• Develop consequence / risk scenarios to ID 

vulnerabilities to network



EVOLUTION OF 21ST CENTURY 

COMMAND AND CONTROL 

Brain-to-Brain interface 

connections 
I think and it acts….  (Pilots and  

AUVs)

I think and you do…. (Warwick 

Cyborg) 

I think and make you think a certain 

way….

IT (AI, Network, Robot, et al.) 

shapes your thinking…..and 

decisions….

Future:  AI will do it all….. At what 

risk? 



AI ADVANTAGES 

BIG DATA management

• Operational Agility – Decentralize Command and 

Control across the spectrum of missions 

• Reduce the risk of civilian casualties and collateral 

damage 

• Reduce inefficiencies and increase effectiveness

• Ensure resilience re capability, capacity to respond

• Ensure reliability of technology  

• Enhance Situational and Shared Awareness 

• Facilitate Inter-operability and collaboration

• Support Mission Command and Commander’s Intent



COVID-19 CRISIS MANAGEMENT  

• AI is being used to manage COVID 19 crisis

• Logistical support; Distribution of vaccine

• Management of disease spread and containment

• PROJECT SALUS:A predictive analytics/forecasting 

platform for use by the military for predictive analytics 

associated with COVID planning and response.

• Projections based on limited historical data are not 

representative of the conditions on the ground.   

• Data used in models may be limited, misleading, inaccurate, 

etc.

• How do we protect BIODATA? 



CHINA’S SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Think Long Term Consequences of your Designs-

How can they be used by adversaries?



VULNERABILITIES 
• Accessibility – who controls access?

• How do we defend against AI system intrusions 

and attacks? 

• Tagged data is targetable data

• Stackable data is hackable

• Modifiable, Corruptible

• VULNERABLE data 



AI EYES on the BATTLEFIELD  

• Exercise - SAPIENT

• Urban Battlespace 

• AI  eyes monitor and tracks enemy 

movements as it scans the battlefield

• AI flags dangers to soldiers, giving them an 

“edge” in a war zone 

• Exercise- Sabre Strike:  

• Soldier-Centric AI on the Horizon

• Mobile phones, social media, Augmented 

reality goggles

• Vulnerability:  Could be overcome by AI intrusion



RISKS 
• Ethical, legal and moral consequences for the decision 

maker – Trust related issues

• Collateral damage, civilian casualties, unintended 

consequences 

• Infiltrate national and global security networks

• Adaptive AI systems used to infiltrate networks and 

cause system

• Provide misleading information to military decision 

maker

• Defense systems needed to detect intrusion, spoofing, 

etc. 



ETHICAL CHALLENGES

• Second and Third Order Effects:

– Trust Issues: Individual loss of privacy and loss of 

trust in government- how do we trust the data and AI 

recommendations?

– Shaping of Societies – align individual behavior 

with national political agenda, e.g. Communism 

– Compliance regulation 

– PTSD  - military and civilian 

– Unintended consequences

– Weaponized AI-enabled systems 

– Ethical and cultural differences among/between 

nations



AI DEFENSE 
• Ethical, Legal, Social Consequences of design

• Need ethically informed policies and best practices 

• Identify risks a priori during design phase

• Design self-defense AI networks 

• Develop secure links between nodes, networks and 

connections.



RECOMMENDATIONS

• Develop ethically informed policies for designing and 

integrating AI systems in warfare

• Develop AI self-defense networks and systems

• Develop Autonomous and AI enabled systems that are 

trustworthy, safe, ethical,  robust, resilient, reliable and 

secure.

• Develop scalable and modular AI enabled technologies to 

support de-centralized mission command

• Red Team evaluation of negative scenarios - gaming how 

adversaries will use AI systems against us



CONCLUSIONS

• Design adaptive AI Cyber security 

management within the AI network design

• Anticipatory AI alert systems that are 

integrated in the design of AI networks

• We must Red Team AI designs



Are Are you ready for the future?
future?
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